A Visual Language for Planning Effective and Engaging Learner Support Strategies
The Five LEM "Building Blocks"
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Step 1: Add Evidence
Step 2: Add Other Building Blocks
Step 3: Add Contexts
Step 4: Add Actions
Step 5: Add Notations

Online Lesson with In-Person Demonstration
Institute for Learning Environment Design
This blueprint illustrates the design of a blended learning lesson on how to change a car tire.
Example LEM to Promote Academic Success:
Entrevista final (Oral Exam) Preparation
Example LEM: Video Test Preparation

Each chapter module in Connect has a Salu2 submodule for all Salu2 video segments and related activities as well as the Salu2 video test.

Video Test Preparation
Dr. Stacey Southland
Use this model to study for the chapter video tests.
Analog vs. Digital
Questions and Discussion
Session Evaluations & Drawing

- Download and open OLC Conferences mobile app
- Navigate to specific session to evaluate
- Select “Evaluate Session” on session details screen (located under session type and track)
- Complete session evaluation*

*Each session evaluation completed (limited to one per session) = one contest entry

Five (5) $25 gift cards will be awarded to five (5) individuals
Must submit evals using the OLC Conferences mobile app or website